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INTRODUCTION 
y 
The Lurie vocabulary list for primary grades included words 
from twenty-five arithmetic texts, eighty-four basal readers, twenty-
six social studies texts, and twenty-four science texts. The study 
presents the frequencies of words in the individual textbooks and the 
total number of times the words appeared. It has been the task of the 
authors of the following study to classify the words from the original! 
list into meaningful categories. 
One of the most important assets a child can have is a large 
vocabulary, and this vocabulary will be obtained through rich experi-
ence and contact with words in many different situations. In the past 1 
fifty years many lists have been compiled for various purposes; Lurie 
et al. most recently included words from all primary texts published 
between 1953 and 1959. 
To assure vocabulary growth, words should be experienced in many 
situations. Through classification of words this can be done. It is 
important to have words not only listed :J,nhalphabetical order 1 but to 
have them classified according to their varied definitions for the use 
of the child, teacher, publisher, writer, and research worker. The 
original study was developed as ."a vocabu~ary .list_ of recently pub-
lished textbooks in order to provide a ready-made list of words with 
1/Lois Allene Lurie, et al., A Primary Word List: A Revision of the 
1935 Gates Primary1ford List,-Unpublished Master's-Thesis, Bosto~ 
University., 1959. 
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which children may come into contact in their reading."Y The followin I 
study makes a change in the ready-made list by classifying the vocabu-
lary with the hope that contact with each word will be more meaningfUl! 
through classification. I 
I 
This study combines the words of the 1935 Gates "A Reading Vocabuj 
lary for Primary Grades" and the 1959 Durie Study, and classifies .each I 
word in as many different meanings as possible. 1 
The original study was "undertaken with the hope of aiding the 
classroom teacher, the publisher, and the scholar who may continue y 
research in the field of vocabulary. 11 The present study is a con-
tinuation of the research with the purpose of presenting the primary 
vocabulary in a m~aningful Wa.y. It is hbped that this study may help 
in the presentation o~ words as enriching experiences with many 
meanings and usages. 
!/Ibid., p. 1. 
_Y.Ibid., P• 2. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Word usage has long been a topic of interest with regard to the 
J 
/ 
English language. English words often have many spellings and meanings 
as a result of their origins and roots, and it is vital that children 
learn to use a word in its correct meaning. Many lists have been pub-
lished which compiled the vocabulary of the primary grades, and the 
basis for this study combined words appearing in many recent textbooks. 
This chapter is the summarization of study in the field of word usage 
and vocabulary study. 
I 
Research has been done in books, pamphlets, periodicals, yearbooks, 
and master and doctoral theses. The authors feel that words will be 
more meaningful if given full value for their meanings depending upon 
their usage. With this idea as a starting point, the research was 
carried out. 
y' 
In considering multi-meaning, Dolch wrote that tr •••• in the Eng-
lish language a very great proportion of all the symbols used either for 
speech or for writing have more than a single meaning. Of course 
technical words, especially those created by the sciences, often have 
only a single possible use. Just the opposite, however, is true of the 
words which are used most in the ordinary affairs of' life.u He felt 
ijEdward William Dolch, Reading ~~Meanings, Ginn and Company, 
New York, 1927, p. 2. 
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that the term "word" must always refer to a meaning and not to a spel-
ling~ and that at that time it was curious that word studies~ even those 
dealing primarily with reading as a thought-getting process~ had 
recorded only spellings, In giving reasons for multi-meanings in the 
y' 
English language 1 Dolch discusses the fact that many words from dif'-
f'erent roots have come to be spelled alike 1 and that also many words 
with different meanings come from the same root. y 
The concern for word meaning is also shown by Dearborn who felt 
that the most frequent errors in reading are due to absence of' experi-
ence, lack of' word recognition and confusion of' word concepts. 
'§./ 
~ckingham and Dolch published A Combined Word List which in-
- -- .. 
eluded findings of' their own as well as ten other studies. In a Free-
Association Study involving over 201 000 children, Buckingham and Dolch 
obtained 2 1 700,000 different words by having the children write any 
words which came into their heads for fifteen minutes. It was made 
clear that no tabulation could be considered final since word knowledge 
changes with changing life conditions 1 and limitations are made clear in 
the final criticism. 
11We are not told what meaning or meanings are implied by ani'{J 
entry. In some cases, as in such a word as 'carpenter', there is 
no question as to its meaning. In the· case of' the word 'car', 
however, we may have the meaning of' 'automobile', 'streetcar', 
'railroad car', or still others. To take a still broader word, 
such as 'care', we have even greater doubt as to wha·l:; is meant."Y 
:f7Ibid. 1 P• 7 • 
,y'Frances R. Dearborn1 "A Study of' Erroneous Word Concepts in Reading", 
Elementary Review1 January 1929, 6:3-6. 
'§}B. R. Buckingham and E. w. Dolch, ! Combined~ List, Ginn and Com-
pany, New York, 1936, p. 18. 
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An article by McKee contained an important question regarding 
reading lists and meaning. McKee asked: 
"Does the fact that the words constituting the vocabulary of 
a given book can be found among the most impor·bant words of a 
noteworthy reading-word list guarantee that the vocabulary of the 
book is within the understanding of children for whom it is in-
tended?" 
In the same article McKee recognized the work being done by 
Buckingham and Dolch, but he also pressed the importance of vocabulary y 
and meaning work which is so necessary. 
"It will be impossible to measure carefully the vocabulary 
difficulty of reading material until there is available a list 
of words together with their different meanings which children 
understand at different grade levels. Fortunately, a beginning 
has been made on this problem, although as yet nothing is avail-
able in printed form." y 
It seemed of great import to Gray and Holmes that teachers pro-
mote for their pupils the development of adequate meaning vocabularies 
which would provide not only the means for oral and written communica-
tion but to extend and enrich experience through reading. They have 
said: 
"The practical value of a wide meaning vocabulary is obvious. 
It is an essential means of interchanging ideas and of acquiring 
new experience. Unless children attach clear, accurate meanings 
to words, their oral and written language is often inaccurate and 
ineffective. Furthermore, they are unable to acquire readily, 
either through listening or through reading, new ideas which the 
school may contribute. This is true even in activities relating 
:flPaul McKee, 11~Vord Lists and Vocabulary Difficulty in Reading Mattern, 
~Elementary English Review, November 1937, 14:241. 
~Ibid., P• 245. 
~illiam s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, ~ Development £! Meaning 
Vocabularies in Readin~, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1938, 
P• 1. 
5 
to situations which are very familiar. The need for a rich 
meaning vocabulary becomes increasingly evident as the ideas, 
concepts and information involved depart from the everyday 
experiences and language activities of children." 
A committee discussing Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary y --
School was interested in the question of how or what words children 
or adults use in defined circumstances, and also the problems of how 
and why those' words were used, and how ability in word usage develops 
under varying conditions in various fields. The committee emphasized 
the fact that "it is important to realize that a child's ability to 
read, to speak, or write, and to think are inevitably conditioned by 
his vocabulary, and by vocabulary is meant here the words which can be 
understood. If that kind of vocabulary is increased, ideas are ex-
tended at the same time, and vice versa." y 
In the same vein, Gray has said; 
"Unless children attach clear, accurate meanings to words, 
their oral and written langpage is often incorrect and ineffec-
tive. Furthermore, they are unable to acquire readily, either 
through listening or reading, new ideas which school activities 
and social contacts may contribute. This is true even when the 
words relate to situations, events or things which are very 
familiar. The need for a rich meaning vocabulary becomes in-
creasingly evident as the ideas, concepts, and information in-
volved depart from the everyday experiences and language activi-
ties of children.'' y 
With reference to meaning, Bond and Bond suggest three phases or 
levels of word meaning for children. 
YJ. Conrad Seegers, Vocabular;z Probl~ms 2:E;, ~Elementary School, Scot1 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1939, P• 1. 
YHilliam S. Gray, "The Development of Meaning Vocabularies", Elementar'\ 
English Revi~ February 1940, 17:71. 
_y'Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Teaching ~ Child to Read, Macmillan, New 
York, 1943, p. 140. 
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nl. Simple recognition in which the child attaches some 
meaning to the word symbol. 
2. Extensiveness of meanings in which the child attaches 
two or more distinct meanings to words that have dif-
ferent meanings. 
3. Depth or vividness of meanings in which the child has 
a deeper understanding and greater appreciation of the 
concept or concepts involved.'' 
. y 
An added suggestion by Bussell stated that: 
"To these three phases might be added such descriptions as 
· accuracy and organization of usefulness of concepts. This section 
suggests that teacher and pupil cannot be concerned onlywith sim-
ple recognition of words, but that the second and third levels of 
meaning are important for many English words. The teacher is con-
cerned with extensiveness of meaning because so many common Englis 
words have at least half a dozen different meanings. A three-year-
old showed a typical difficulty when he said, 'MY foot is a bear', 
after he heard someone talk of 'bare feetr.n 
The role of experience plays the largest part in word meaning, and y 
Handlan emphasized this: 
"No teacher or school can provide all the experiences that 
will give meaning to all the words which a student may encounter. 
But certainly it is every teacher's job to make sure that young 
people at least understand how their own experience gives meaning 
to the words they read; that they are given deliberately contrived 
and planned experiences which will help them to read crnmmonly used, 
controversial words more intelligently than they do; that they 
understand that words do not have a single meaning; and that they 
know some methods by which they can decide which of a variety of 
meanings is the most reasonable in a particular situation.'' y 
Stude agreed that students must learn new words, but he felt that 
the best way to increase the mastery of word~ wou1d be to devote more 
1/Ibid., p. iss. 
YBertha Handlan, "Vocabulary Development", Elementary English Review, 
December 1946, 23:352. 
yo. H. Stude, "Vocabulary Work: Words With :Many Meanings", Clearing 
House, October l94S, 23:104. 
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time to learning additional meanings for words the pupils already had 
in their vocabularies and everyday speech and writing. 
1/ 
McKee- had this to say: 
"It is quite possible for a person to recognize the form 
of a printed word or group of words as a symbol that he has 
seen before and to think~ speak~· or write the pronunciation 
for which that symbol stands without understanding clearly and 
correctly what the symbol means in the setting in which it is 
used. This practice, called verbalism~ is most rampant in our 
schools at most educational levels and in most fields of learning.' 
The relation of word meaning~ word concepts and symbols is develop d y 
by McKee and he continues: 
"Different persons looking at the same printed symbol arrive 
at different meanings. What does this fact imply about the source 
of the meaning which a given person achieves in attempting to read 
a given printed symbol? Does that meaning come from the page? 
Does it come from the reader's experience? 
The meanings which different pupils achieve in attempting to 
read a given printed symbol vary in cl~arness and correctness. 
As mentioned previously, probably no ~~ader can achieve the exact 
meaning or all of the meaning intende~ by the writer. 11 
i 
Rather than achieving the meaning intended by the wri tel', McKee y 
stresses the importance of experience in building word meaning • 
.. 
" ••••• When you as a reader identify or recognize a word or 
a group of words, your observing of that symbol stimulates you 
to recall or to construct the meaning for which the symbol stands. 
Thus, the meaning you arrive at is recalled or built by your mind 
rather than given to you by the print or page at which you look ••• 
The concept which you recall for a given printed symbol is a con-
cept that you have built from your experiences and attached to tha 
symbol--not necessarily the concept which the writer had in mind 
when he wrote the symbol." 
!7Pau~ McKee~ Teaching ~ Reading !!: the Elementary School, Roughton 
Miffl1n Company, Boston, 1948, p. 56. 
_Y.Ibid., P• 57. 
_Y.Ibid., P• 59. 
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Dolch discussed multiple word meanings. He felt that in any 
determining of grade placement byword difficulty~ error creeps in 
because of multiple meanings. For instance, we might see the phrase, 
"the square of a number" and find that the vocabulary list says all 
the words are known. But does the child know the meaning of the 
phrase? Another example cited is the phrase the "root of the trouble" 
which issaid to be known because the children know the root of a plant. 
But the word lists do not give meaning and the child is forced to fall 
back on his own ingenuity for the correct meaning of the phrase. 
"One device is to say that wery word on the list is assumed 
to have its commonest meanings. All other meanings are not on the 
list.' Such a plan requires judgment by the user of the list and 
it will not be entirely fair either. In the first place the maker 
of the list intended to include more than just one meaning in many 
oases. s·econd, children can often derive uncommon meariings from 
common ones as they read. So taking multiple meanings into ac-
count is a difficult problem. Probably in the future publishers 
of lists will append after each word for.m the meanings intended to 
be included. Until that time~ most persons will use the words as 
given, ignoring the problem of multiple meanings. 11lj y 
It is felt by Bussell. that the amount of meaning a child attaches 
to a word is more important than the total number o£ words the child 
knows. Children may be able to give a sentence or tvro about many words 
but have very incomplete concepts of the words. The child may not be 
able to make generalizations which might be associated with other 
words. 
yE. Vf. Dolch, 11The Use of Vocabulary Lists in Predicting Readability 
and in Developing Reading Materials", Elementary English Review, March 
1949, 26:143. 
!(Loc. cit. 
3/David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, GinnLand Company, Boston~ 
1949, p. 188. 
~- . 
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In her doctoral thesis Berwick constructed multi-meaning vocabu-
Y 
lary tests for elementary grades. In her work~ she says: 
"Words in tllemselves have no meaning; it is the exper+ances 
behind them that make for the interpretation of word symbols. If 
an individual has had rich experiences~ either real or vicarious 
and has encountered the word in many different situations, he has 
a broader knowledge of words which have variant meanings than an 
individual whose experiences have been meager. Often simple 
words that arellisted on a first grade reading vocabulary list 
have meanings on an adult level. A wora like •cat• is seen in its 
common meaning as an animal kept as a pet~ and in its adult 
meaning as a strong tackle used to hoist an anchor of a ship. 
Cat has manymeanings, and the process of learning all the 
meanings may continue throughout life~ as the experiences that ar~ 
represented by the symbol of that word present themselves~ and 1 
many others tha~ve varying degrees of difficulty meanings." l 
Speidel~ et al. attempted to "determine whether use of' con- I 
structed classification devices would result in increased reading 
ability and ability to pronounce new and unfamiliar words~" and the 
group employed a word pro~unciation test and the Gates Reading Survey 
Test to administer to both an experimental and control group at the 
beginning and the end of the experiment. Their findings state: 
"It would appear that use of constructed classification 
devices in conjunction with review of phonics .and structural 
analysis results in increased ability in word pronunciation 
and :i±L:all areas of reading with the exception of speed, which 
showed a slight gain." 
1/Mildred Berwick, The Construction and Evaluation of MUlti-Meaning 
VOcabulary Tests for Grades 4-8, Doctoral Thesis, BOSton University, 
1952~ P• 6. 
;(Eli~abeth B. Speidel, et al.~ Word Analysis Through Word Classifi-
cation, Unpublished Master's Thesis~ Boston University, 1956, p. 45. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN. OF STUDY 
In order to complete this study~ th~ 1~811 words from the Gates 
Primary Word list and the 3~265 words from the Lurie et al. list were 
used as a basis for the vooabulary classifications. 
The task was to combine these lists and classify the total vocabul1 
lary of 5~076 words. 
In classifying the words~ personal decisions were made concerning 
the placement of each word according to its various meanings. At the 
authors' discretion the words were entered under as many categories as 
seemingly possible. No limit was set as to the number of_meanings 
attached to each word. 
The study was begun by setting up general classifications such as 
Vehicil..es~ Food~ Machines and Housing~ to mention just a few. All word 
were temporarily listed under at least one of the general headings. 
A closer survey was undertaken and there followed a refinement 
of the categories. An exa~ple of a general category is ~· This 
category was finally broken dow.il into the following headings; Meat, 
Vegetables~ Fruit~ Nuts~ Dairy Products, Beverages~ Candy~ Desserts. 
The general categoryVehicles,was divided into three categories: Land, 
Vehicles~ Water Vehicles and Vehicles of the Air. 
-, 
-------
The categories contained within this st~dy are the result of the 
final placement of words accenting to thai~ various meanings. 
For example, the word pocket appears under the categories Parts 
11 
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~ Clothing - as a pocket on a gar.ment, under Solar System - as a 
pocket of air and under Containers - as a device for holding objects. 1 
Words which may seem unfamiliar under their respective categories 
were carefully placed with the aid of a dictionary and thesaurus in 
I hope that they will increase and enrich the vocabulary of primary 
school children. For instance, in referring to a thesaurus for furthe~ 
definition of the word style, the meaning to name or point out was 
found. 
After all words had been considered and placed, nine words re-
mained unclassified. In order to include all 5,076 words there nine 
words have been included under the heading Unclassified. 
No attempt was made to arrange the categories according to a 
specific pattern. Instead, an index precedes the categories to pro-
vide q~icker reference to the categories. 
Because of the importance of proper names to the child's vocabu-
' I 
I 
I 
II 
l 
12 
lary, an alphabetical list of proper names has been included as a 
category. This same list appeared as the appendix to the Lurie list. 
The final classification of words are presented in the following 
I 
lr 
I 
I chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS BY MEANINGS 
Index 
Classification Page 
Music -
Instruments 22 
Terms 22 
Shapes 22 
Sizes 22 
Games and Toys 23 
Stunts 23 
Sports 23 
Contest 23 
Fire 24 
Light giving 24 
Furnaces 24 
Light 24 
0 Fuel 24 Ways of Cooking 25 
Degree of heat 25 
People 25 
Leaders -
of Countries 25 
of Government 25 
of Group 25 
of School 25 
of Sports 26 
Military 26 
Other 26 
Historical figures 26 
Ethnic groups 27 
Storybook characters 27 
Storybook terms 27 
Relations 28 
Troublesome person 28 
Demon 28 
Impenitence 29 
Continents 29 
Countries 29 
States 30 
Islands 31 
Peninsula 31 
Mountains 31 
0 Rivers 31 
Oceans 
Canals and Dams 
Cities 
Lowland 
Region 
Height 
Coast 
Open stretch 
Swamp 
Earth 
Bodies of water 
Oceanic terms 
Loadstone 
Stone~ Stonelika 
Clothing -
To be worn about the neck 
Jewelry 
Handwear 
Pocketbooks 
For the hair 
Hea.:dgear 
Outer garments· 
Ties 
Other accessories 
Footwear 
Part of an outfit 
To clothe 
Costume 
Fish and Sea animals 
Reptiles 
Rodents 
Birds 
Animals 
Insects 
Animal homes 
Animal calls 
Pertaining to animals 
Vehicles -
Land 
Sea 
.Air 
Parts of a oar 
Storage places for vehicles 
Landing place for boats 
Book 
Parts of a book 
Pictures 
Machines of communication 
Kinds of paper 
Board 
Holder 
32 
32 
32 
33 
33 
33 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
38 
38 
39 
40 
40 
40 
41 
41 
42 
42 
4,3 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
44 
44 
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0 To publish 44 
'Record 44 
Literature 44 
Advertisement 44 
;ntressage 44 
Map 46< 
List l;4i5 
Transfer or send 45 
Name 45 
Vote 45 
Warnings 45 
To write 45 
Food-
Vegetables 45 
Meat 45 
Berries . 46 
Beverage 46 
Nuts 46 
Fruit 46 
Desserts 46 
Dressings 11 etc. 47 
Eggs 47 
Grain and flour products 47 
Dairy products 47 
0 Candy 47 Food 47 Places dealing with fooa 48 
Drink 4:8 
Weather instruments 41.8: 
Dry 418 
Meal 4J83 
To eat 48' 
Weather terms 48 
Air and water mixed 4!9 
Traveler 49 
Travel 49 
Color 49 
Color 4;.9 
Solar System 50 
Parts of the Body 50 
The Five Senses -
Taste 50 
Smell 50~ 
Hearing 51 
Touch 51 
Seeing 51 
Hair 52 
Trees -
Types 52 
Groups 52 
0 Parts of' Trees 52 
0 
0 
·-0 
Flowers 
Plants (other than flowers and vegetables) 
Parts of Flowers 
Ivy 
Vine 
Growth 
Seed (or seed cover) 
Tobacco 
Containers 
Bundle. 
Decorations 
Channel for carrying water 
Roadway 
Edge 
Raised suriflace 
Deepen 
Cavities 
Parts of a house -
Outside 
Inside 
Extras 
Houses and Shelter 
Outlet 
Opening 
Rooms and Additions 
Furnishings -
Seats 
Bedroom 
Kitchen 
Other furnishings found in the house 
Building materials 
Workshop 
Places to grow plants 
Dinnerware 
Tall building 
Forts 
Storehouse 
Public places 
Store 
Places dealing with milk products 
Language terms 
Arithmetic terms 
Time 
Days of the week 
Months of the year 
Holidays 
Seasons 
Amounts 
Double 
Ready 
53 
53 
53 
53 
53 
53 
53 
54 
54 
54 
54 
55 
55 
55 
56 
56 
56 
56 
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59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
61 
61 
61 
61 
62 
62 
62 
16 
17 
Late 62 
Number words 62 
Measurement -
Liquid 63 
Linear 63 
Money 63 
Time 63 
Weight 64 
Measurement ter.ms 64 
Deity 64 
Keep count 64 
Part 64 
Religious leaders 65 
Plaoes of worship 65 
Ties 65 
S;ynthetio 65 
Furs 65 
Material 65 
Tools -
Garden 66 
Cutting 66 
Pointed instruments 66 
Writing instruments 66 
Sweepers 66 
Tools and machines 66 
Optioa~ dnstruments 67 
Engines 67 
Electrical ter.ms 67 
Point 67 
Alar.m 67 
Mechanical powers 67 
Sewing terms 68 
Educational ter.ms 68 
Subjects 68 
Unexpected event 68 
To sharpen 68 
Fold 68 
Places to educate 68 
Lesson 68 
Festivity 68 
To s:p,>;,_ing or jump 69 
To run 69 
Move deliberately 69 
Move lively 69 
Move slq_wly 69 
To oause to move 70 
To turn about 70 
To follow 70 
To shake 70 
To fill 70 
18 
0 To act 70 
BeakJ Nozzle 71 
Spread 71 
A shade 71 
Cover 71 
Grow or increase 71 
Outgrowth 72 
To throw 72 
Devour 72 
To divide 72 
To lengthen 72 
To strip 72 
To shorten 72 
To out 72 
Break 73 
Jab or hurt 73 
To place 73 
Weapons 73 
To rub 74 
Trick 74 
Go against 74 
Untrue 75 
Impertinent 75 
Produced 75 
Function 75 0 Directions -Cardinal 75 
Ip between directions 75 
Indicating direction 75 
To participate 75 
Arrive 75 
To happen 75 
Mind 76 
Intelligence 76 
Discover 77 
Medication 77 
Sickness 77 
Awareness 77 
Freedom 77 
Permission 77 
Possibility 77 
Choice 78 
Personal pronouns 78 
Soft sounds 78 
Idea !ii8 
Election 78 
Loud noises 78 
Sounds of bell 79 
Vocal sounds 79 
Sad sounds 79 
0 
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0 Pertaining to the mouth and voice 79. 
Sounds 80 
To bow 80 
Feelings and personal qualities 80 
To speak 80 
Point out 80 
Beauty 80 
To love 81 
Treat tenderly 81 
Happy words 81 
Silly 82 
Serious 82 
Appreciate 82 
Disturbing 82 
Eyesore 82 
Wild 82 
Unpleasant words 82 
Appearance 83 
To designate something 83 
Near 83 
To designate place 83 
On 83 
Group 84 
To group 84 
Object 84 
0 out 84 Particle 84 
Capacity (power) 85 
Unable 85 
Inactivity 85 
Deathly 85 
Slow or dull 86 
Remain 86 
Do over 86 
To hold 86 
Quick 86 
To attach 86 
To catch S!l 
Inclosure 87 
Shine 87 
To adhere 87 
Places to restrain 87 
Movable fence 87 
Fence 87 
A cleaner 87 
To make clean 88 
Help or Improve 88 
Coat 88 
Preserve 88 
To gain 88 
0 
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0 To. cultivate , 88 
A support 89 
To support 89 
Ease 89 
Cooperative 89 
Mild 90 
Loosen 90 
Faultless 90 
Lacking 90 
Soft 90 
Disburden 90 
Dreadful 90 
Unsafe 90 
Strange 90 
Height 90 
Raise 91 
Raised floor 91 
Lower floor 91 
To lower 91 
Pass through 92 
Pulp 92 
Solution 92 
Powder 92 
Real 92 
Solid body 92 
0 Substance 92 Belonging to 92 
Beginning 93 
Cease 93 
Remote 93 
Necessary 93 
Begin 93 
Habitual 93 
The end 93 
To run over 93 
Away from 94 
Network 94 
Eternal 94 
Permanent 94 
Sanforized 94 
Unyielding 94 
Words showing possession 94 
Confusion 95 
Even 95 
Uneven 95 
Unadorned 95 
Illustrious 95 
Discriminate 96 
Attempt 96 
Accompanying 96 
0 
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0 To receive 96 
Use 96 
In case 96 
Rule 96 
Method 96 
In one piece 96 
In great de~ree 96 
Notwithstanding 97 
To appear to be 97 
Employ 97 
Exercise 97 
Wbrk 97 
Most important 97 
Above and beyond 97 
Utility 97 
To offer 98 
Different 98 
To change 98 
Metals 98 
Designate change 98 
Attract 98 
Decay 98 
Changes of water 98 
Compounds 98 
Oil 98 
0 Trash 99 Minerals 99 
Stain or mark 99 
Yfater forms 99 
Die 100 
Wealth 100 
Price 100 
Reward 100 
Transparent body 100 
Trade terms 100 
Agriculture 100 
Hay 101 
Verbs 101 
Parts of the verb "to be" 101 
Determination 101 
Articfues and Conjunctions 101 
To greet 101 
Dark 101 
F1atener 101 
New 101 
Action words 102 
Water 102 
Means of identification 102 
Unclassified 102 
Proper names 103 
0 
I?? 
0 Classification of' Words 
Music - Instruments Terms 
bagpipe band 
banjo carol 
bugle concert 
cymbal drumbeat 
drum· drumhead 
drumstick drummer 
fiddle ' lilt 
flute lullaby 
guitar 
' 
mazurka 
harmonica melody 
harp music 
horn musical 
keyboard musician 
organ nightingale 
piano note 
tom-tom pennant 
triangle refrain 
trumpet sang 
violin scale 
singer 
song 
0 staff' troll 
tune 
twitter 
yodel 
Shapes Sizes 
arch big 
bead bigger 
bubble biggest 
circle broad 
cube enormous 
cone shaped fat 
dise fine 
figure full grown 
oblong grand 
pattern great 
pyramid heavy 
.rectangle huge 
ring jumbo 
round large 
shape least 
size light 
0 sphere little 
23 
spiral long 
square middle-sized 
triangle narrow 
plump 
scrubby 
short 
skinny 
slim 
small 
stout 
tall 
teeny 
thick 
thin 
tiny 
vast 
wee 
wide 
Games and Toys Stunts 
ball cartwheel 
balloon handspring 
beanbag juggle 
• 
block 
checkers 
checkerboard 
cricket Sports 
croquet 
doll baseball 
dolly basketball 
dollhouse bowl 
dominoes football 
firecrackers golf 
game hockey 
hide-and-seek softball 
hobby tennis 
hobbyhorse track 
hopscotch 
hoop 
jack-in-the-box 
jacks Contest 
kite 
merry-go-round game 
pinwheel match 
plaything meet 
pop-gun race 
puppet spelldown 
puzzle 

Ways of Cooking 
bake 
boil 
burn 
cook 
heat 
roast 
scorch 
stew 
People 
acrobat 
agency 
Algonquin 
American 
amiga 
announcer 
anyone. 
Appleseed 
Arab 
Arabian 
architect 
army 
artist 
audience 
author 
aviator 
baby (ies) 
baggageman 
baker 
ballplayer 
bandit 
barber 
basemen 
batter 
beater 
Bill Cody 
binder 
blacksmith 
boarder 
boatman 
boatmaster· 
log 
oil 
petroleum 
smoke 
Degree E!_ heat 
cold 
cool 
freeze 
froze 
frozen 
heat 
hot 
warm 
warmth 
Leaders-. 
chief 
king 
of Countries 
lord 
president 
prince 
princess 
q,ueen 
ruler 
Government 
government 
governor 
head 
judge 
mayor 
Group 
chairman 
manager 
master 
monitor 
School' 
principal 
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bootbilack superintendent 
bookkeeper teacher 
boy 
Boy Scout 
breakman Sports 
breadman 
bricklayer coach 
bride trainer 
brotherhood 
brownie 
businessman Military 
busman 
butcher captain 
buzzer general 
caller officer 
camelseller 
canter 
cardinal Other 
carpenter 
carrier pilot 
cashier pioneer 
cattleman star 
chairman 
champion 
chap Historical figures 
chaplain 
character Apple seed 
chatter Bill Cody 
chef Columbus 
chief Daniel Boone 
child Hoover 
children Jackson 
Chinese Jefferson 
Cinderella Lincoln 
citizen Magellan 
clapper Massasoit 
classmate Miles Standish 
clerk Napoleon 
clipper Newton 
clown Prudence 
coach:11 Sam.oset 
coacJ:nnaker s·ir Francis Bacon 
coachman Solomon 
coaster Washington 
cobbler Wilson 
Columbus Zacharias 
colonist 
committee 
conductor 
congress 
contractor 
7 
convert Ethnic groups 
cook 
co-pilot Algonquin 
council American 
counter Arab 
countryman Arabian 
cowboy Chinese 
cowgirl Danish 
crier Dutch 
Cub Scout Dutclnnan 
cultivator English 
customer Eskimo 
dairyman French 
Daniel Boone Gennan 
Danish Indian 
dentist Irish 
detective Italian 
diner Lapp 
dipper Mexican 
divisor Navaho 
doctor Negro 
doorkeeper Polish 
driver Roman 
dropper Shawnee 
drumnter Spaniard 
Dutchman Spanish 
dwarf Swedish 
dweller Swiss 
editor 
electrician 
elf Storybook characters 
elves 
enemy Aiken Drum 
engineer Apple seed 
erector Bill Cody 
excavator Cinderella 
expert Drake skill 
expressman Goldilocks 
extinguisher Saint Nicholas 
fairy Santa 
fan Santa Claus 
farmer Snow White 
fastener Superman 
feeler 
fellow 
fema.le Storybook terms 
ferryman 
figure chinny-chin- chin 
fireman dickory 
firewarden rock-a-by 
fisherman 
28 
flagman Relatiop.s 
flyer 
folder aunt (ie) 
folk (s) brother 
forefather cousin 
freezer dad 
friend daddy 
friendship daughter 
gardener family 0 
gatekeeper father 
gentleman godmother 
German grandfather 
ghost grandma 
giant grandmother 
girl grandpa 
glider husband 
goatkeepel' ma 
goblin mamma 
godmother mother 
gourmet nephew 
government pa 
governor papa 
grandparents parent 
grandson pop 
grange sister 
-
grater son 
great-grandmother stepmother 
grocer stepsister 
groom uncle 
group wife 
grown-up 
guard 
guest Troublesome person 
gypsy 
hanger bother 
hay.rnower mischief 
he naughty 
helper pest 
her rapscallion 
herald rascal 
herder rogue 
hero 
herself 
hillman Demon 
him 
himself ghost 
hitchhiker goblin 
Hoover spoolcy 
housekeeper troll 
Hudson 
hunter 
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0 huntsman Impenitence I 
Indian hard 
inner hardened 
innkeeper lost 
inspector worse 
inventor 
Irish 
Italian Continents 
jackal 
Jackson Africa 
janitor .America 
Jefferson Asia 
judge Australia 
juggler Europe 
keeper South .America 
kingdom Antarctica 
kinsfolk 
knight 
knocker Countries 
lad 
lady (ies) Afghanistan 
lawmaker .America 
leader Arabia 
librarian Argentina 
0 lifeguard Austria Lincoln Bavaria 
liner Belgium 
locker Bolivia 
logger Brazil 
lord Britain 
lumberman Burma 
ma'am Canada 
madam Ceylon 
Magellan Columbia 
maid Costa Rica 
maiden Denmark 
mailman Equador 
male Egypt 
mammal England 
man Eurasia 
manager Germany 
mason Greece 
Massasoit Guinea 
master Holland 
mate India 
mayor Iceland 
member Iran 
men Iraq 
merchant Ireland 
0 messenger Italy I 
Mexican 
midget 
Miles Standish 
milkman 
miller 
miss 
mistress 
model 
monarch 
monitor 
mower 
Mr. 
lVfrs. 
multipl:Ler 
musician 
Napoleon 
native 
Navaho 
Negro 
neighbor 
neighborhood 
nephew 
newborn 
newcomer 
newsboy 
newsman 
Newton 
nurse 
officer 
opener 
ourselves 
outlaw 
owner 
painter 
papoose 
parent 
partnei_' 
passenger 
passer-by 
patrol 
patrolman 
Pawnee 
peddler 
person 
physician 
picket 
pick up 
pilgrim 
pilot 
pioneer 
Japan 
Java 
Jerusalem 
Korea 
Lapland 
Lithuania 
Mexico 
Netherlands 
New .Amsterdam 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Poland 
Puerto Rico 
Panama 
Persia 
Peru 
Scotland 
South .America 
Spain 
Sumatra 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Thailand 
United States 
Urugua;v 
Venezuela 
States 
Alaska 
Arizona 
California 
Connecticl:ut 
Florida 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentuck;y' 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
30 
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pirate Ohio 
pitcher Oklahoma 
player Oregon 
playfellow Pennsylvania 
playmate Texas 
plumber Utah 
police Vermont 
policeman Virginia 
policewoman Wisconsin 
Polish Wyommng 
porter 
poster 
postman Islands 
postmaster 
president Azores 
priest Bali 
prince Bermuda 
princess Fiji 
principal Galapagos 
printe·r Guatemala 
prisoner Haiti 
professor Iceland 
projector Nantucket 
P.T.A. Okinawa 
public Phillipines 
-
pupil Sulu Isles 
pygmy Tahiti 
Quaker 
queen 
rainmaker Peninsula 
ranchman 
rascal Gaspe' Peninsula 
reaper 
relative 
rider 'Mountains 
ringmaster 
riveter Alps 
robber 
Roman 
ruler Rivers 
runner 
sailor Hudson 
'salesman Mississippi 
Sa'j:ll.antha Missouri 
Sa.moset Nile 
scarecrow Ohio 
schoolmaster Rhine 
scientist Seine 
scout 
secretary 
separator 
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servant Oceans 
server 
serviceman Atlantic 
settler Indian 
she Pacific 
sheepman 
shepherd 
shiner Canals and Dams 
shoemaker --
shoeman Coulee 
shopkeeper Hoover 
shopman Panama 
shortstop 
showman 
silversmith Cities 
singer 
Sioux Albany 
sir Anchorage 
Sir Francis Bacon Antwerp 
skywriter Baltimore 
society Banberry 
soldier ·Boston 
sole Boonesborough 
somebody Chicago 
someone Denver 
sonny Ellendale 
Spaniard Erie 
squad Fort Worth 
squaw Gardenia 
staff Geneva 
stepmother Ge,t·cysburg 
stepsister Greenville 
stewardess Hollywood 
storekeeper Hong Kong 
storeman Hudson 
stranger Jamestown 
student Juneau 
superintendent Jersey 
surgeon Karankawa 
surveyor London 
Swedish Los Angeles 
tailer Manhattan 
teller Miami 
telltale Munich 
tender New Bedford 
thee New York 
them New Orleans 
themselves Newton 
they Paris 
thief Philadelphia 
e. 
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thy Phoenix 
tinker Pl;ymouth 
tourist Pompeii 
to;yman Portugal 
trader Providence 
trainer Salem 
trainman Salt Lake City 
tramp San Francisco 
traveler Santa Fe 
tribe Rio de Janeiro 
troop Richmond 
truclanan Waterloo 
typesetter Westpoint 
us Williamsburg 
vendor Winnebago 
veteran 
visitor 
waiter Region 
waitress 
warden acre 
warm-blooded area 
warrier belt 
Washington city 
watchman continent 
we country 
weatherman county 
we'll district 
we're ground 
who hemisphere 
whoever island 
whom location 
whose lot 
Wilson )?lOt 
witch region 
woman section 
women site 
woodcutter state 
woodsman suburb 
worker suburban 
worlanan tovm. 
you vicinity 
you'll village 
your world 
you're zone 
yourself' 
Height 
Lowland 
butte 
dell clif'f 
valley hill 
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0 Coast hillside hilltop 
bank mound 
beach mountain 
coast mountainside 
.ri vel' bank mountaintop 
seacoast slope 
seashore steep 
seaside steeple 
shore tower 
strand 
Open stretch Swamp 
airfield marsh 
backyard marshy 
badland · swamp 
barnyard 
cornfield 
countryside Earth 
fairground 
farm clay 
farmland dirt 
:farmyard dust 
0 field earth garden hotbed 
grange humus 
grassland layer 
hayfield loam 
land mud 
lawn sand 
mainland sandpile 
meadow sod 
mesa soil 
moor topsoil 
park 
pasture 
patch .Bodies of water 
playground 
prairie arroyo 
ranch basin 
range bay 
tableland brook 
veldt canal 
yard creek 
, current 
dam 
fountain 
gulf 
harbor 
() 
.o 
0 
I 
~ 
Oceanic terms 
ashore 
deep-sea 
naval 
offshore 
overseas 
reef 
sea 
sea-blue 
seacoast 
seaport 
seashore 
seas.ide 
undersea 
waterfront 
wave 
Loadstone 
magnet 
Co thing-
collar 
locket 
medal 
muf;f'ler 
necklace 
necktie 
scarf 
tie 
to be worn about the neck 
Jewelry 
badge 
bracelet 
buckle 
clip 
earring 
jewel 
jewelry 
medal 
necklace 
ring 
trinket 
watch 
inlet 
lake 
millpond 
ocean 
pond 
pool 
port 
puddle 
river 
riverbed 
sea 
seaport 
stream 
water 
waterfall 
waterway 
1'118.Ve 
Stone~ Stonelike 
boulder 
chalk 
clay 
cobblestone 
coral 
gravel 
lava 
limestone 
lodestone 
marble 
millstone 
ore 
pebble 
pumice 
rook 
sandstone 
shale 
stone 
stone like 
tablet 
turquoise 
gloves 
mitt 
mittens 
Handwear 
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Po.cketbooks 
bag 
handbag 
muff 
pocketbook 
purse 
saddlebag 
For the hair 
clip 
comb 
brush 
hairbrush 
hairpin 
Readgeal" 
bonnet 
broadbrimmed 
cap 
crown 
hat 
headdress 
helmet 
hood 
nightcap 
poke 
sombrero 
sunbonnet 
Outer garmenbs 
cape 
coat 
coattail 
cloak 
habit 
jacket 
overcpat 
raincoat 
serape 
shawl 
sweater 
topcoat 
wrap 
Ties 
band 
belt 
bow 
garter 
hatstring 
necktie 
ribbon 
sash 
shoestring 
strap 
Other accessories 
cockade 
fan 
fillet 
gift 
handkerchief 
key 
looking glass 
make-up 
mirror 
parasol 
·spectacle 
Footwear 
' boot 
moccasin 
overshoe 
pump 
rubber 
sandal 
shoe 
skate 
ski 
slipper 
sneaker 
snowshoe 
sock 
stocking 
36 
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0 Part of an outfit Costume 
----
armhole. apron 
belt bathrobe 
button clothes 
collar clothing 
pocket dress 
sleeve gown 
jeans 
jersey 
To clothe jumper 
nightgown 
cover outfit 
dress I overalls 
fit petticoat 
gown rig 
outfit robe 
rig shirt 
robe skirt 
shod slip 
wrap smock 
suit 
trappings 
Fish and Sea animals trousers 
--- underwes.r 
0 barnacle uniform butterfish vest 
catfish 
clam 
cod Reptiles 
codfish 
codling alligator 
crab crocodile 
crawfish dinosaur 
duckbill dragon 
fish ear"hhworm 
frog fishworm 
goldfish 
.lizard 
guppie :rattler 
haddock rattlesnake 
lobster :reptile 
mackerel salamander 
minnow snake 
mussel turtle 
octopus worm 
oyster 
porpoise 
quakog Rodents 
salmon 
sardine bat 
0 scallop field mouse 
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-
seal hamster 
shark mice 
shrimp mouse 
snail mousie 
sponge rat 
starfish squirrel 
squid 
sunfish 
tadpole Animals 
toad 
trout animal 
whale antelope 
whelk badger 
barb 
bear 
Birds beast 
beaver 
bird bison 
birdie bobcat 
blackbird bronco 
Black Martin buck 
bluebird buffalo 
bluejay bull 
bobolink bunny 
buzzard burro 
canary calf 
catbird calves 
chick camel 
chicken ,cat 
chickadee cattle 
cock chilp.panzee 
cockatoo chipmunk 
crab cocker 
crow colt 
cuckoo cottontail 
dove cougar 
duck COW' 
duckling cowpony 
eagle coyote 
fantail cub 
gander deer 
geese doe 
goose dog 
gull donkey 
hawk elephant 
hen elk 
hummingbird ewe 
jay fawn 
lark fox 
linnet giraffe 
magpie goat 
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nightingale gorilla 
nuthatch grizzly 
Oriole hare 
owl hippopotamus 
parakeet hog 
peacock Holstein 
pelican horse 
penguin hound 
pheasant jackal 
pigeon kangaroo 
poultry kid 
puffin kitten 
guail kitty 
raven koala. 
redbreast lamb 
red wing lambkin 
robin leopard 
roos:~af lion 
sandpiper llama 
songbird marmoset 
sparrow mole 
stork monkey 
swallow mule 
swan muskrat 
turkey mutton 
woodpecker oppossum. 
wren ox 
oxen 
panda 
Insects pantha 
pet 
ant pig 
bee piglet 
beetle polar 
bug polecat 
bumblebee j;lony 
butterfly porcupine 
caterpillar pup 
Chrysalis puppy 
cocoon pussy 
cricket rabbit 
dragonfly raccoon 
drone reindeer 
flea rhinoceros 
firefly sheep 
flies skunk 
fly sow 
grasshopper- stallion 
honeybee steer 
insect tiger 
katydid tortoise 
lacewing 
larva 
lice' 
locust 
monarch 
mosquito 
moth 
praying mantis 
pupa 
silkworm 
spider 
wasp 
Animal homes 
anthill 
aquarium 
barn 
beehi'Ve 
bee house 
birdhouse 
cage 
comb 
corral 
den 
doghouse 
fishbowl 
hatchery 
henhouse 
lodge 
loft 
nest 
pen 
pigpen 
stall 
terrarium 
web 
zoo 
Animal calls 
baa 
bark 
bleat 
bow-wow 
bray 
buzz 
caw 
chipp 
venison 
watchdog 
weasel 
wildcat 
wolf 
wolves 
woodchuck 
zebra 
Pertaining to animals 
animal 
antler 
bareback 
bill 
birdbath 
bit 
catclaw 
claw 
cold-blooded 
cud 
dog-trot 
eggshell 
feather 
feeler 
fleece 
flippers 
flop eared 
foreleg 
frisky 
fur 
furry 
game 
giddap 
gill 
. goatskin 
graze 
grease 
hackle 
hard-ridden 
hatch 
horn 
hoof 
hoofbeat 
hoofprint 
horseshoe 
leather 
lightfoot 
litter 
longhorn 
0 
cluck 
cock-a-doodle-doo 
coo 
croak 
cucoo 
gnaw 
'gobble 
growl 
grunt 
heehaw 
hoot 
meow 
mew 
moo 
neigh 
oink 
peep 
purr 
quack 
snort 
squeak (y) 
squeal 
tweedle-dee 
tweet 
twitter 
wuff 
yelp 
Vehicles-
Land 
ambulance 
apparatus 
auto 
automobile 
bandwagon 
bicycle 
bobsled 
bookmobile 
buggy 
bulldozer 
bus 
caboose 
car 
caravan 
carriage 
carrier 
cart 
cart load 
longlegged 
mane 
mammal 
manure 
mousetrap 
mule back 
paw 
peck 
pet 
pincer 
quill 
rattrap 
rawhide 
saddle 
shaggy 
Shetland 
silage 
snout 
soft-shelled 
tail· 
tusk 
wag 
warm-blooded 
wing 
yolk 
Sea 
battleship 
barge 
boat 
canoe 
carrier 
catboat 
cruiser 
dory 
dugout 
ferry 
ferryboat 
fireboat 
flat-bottomed 
galley 
gondola 
houseboat 
kayak 
launch 
coach liner 
covered wagon motorboat 
cruiser raft 
diesel rowboat 
dolly sailboat 
elevator ship 
escalator steamboat 
express steamer 
firetruck steamship 
forklift surfboard 
handcart tender 
horseback tugboat 
jeep yacht 
locomotive 
motorcycle 
oxcart Air 
platform-car 
Pullman airliner 
pusbmobile airplane 
railroad airship 
railway dirigible 
reaper glider 
scooter helicopter 
sled jet 
sledge penguin 
sleigh plane 
sleighride rocket 
snowplow 
stagecoach 
steams hovel Parts of a car 
streetcar ----
stroller body 
tank bumper 
taxi cab 
taxicab cable 
toboggan chassis 
tractor fender 
trailer hood 
train horn 
travois muffler 
trolley pump 
truck radiator 
truckload taillight 
van ther.mostat 
vehicle tire 
wagon trunk 
wheelbarrow 
Storage places ~ vehicles 
airport 
boathouse 
f:imhouse 
garage 
hangar 
heliport 
Book 
Bible 
book 
booklet 
catalog 
dictionary 
logbook 
magazine 
newspaper 
notebook 
pad 
schoolbook 
storybook 
workbook 
Parts of a book 
chapter 
glossary 
index 
leaf 
letter 
page 
paper 
reference 
sheet 
Pictures 
photograph 
picture 
snapshot 
Landing Places for boats 
dock 
pier 
wharf 
Machines of communication 
airmail 
bell 
book 
earphone 
foghorn 
letter 
mail order 
megaphone 
microphone 
movie 
newspaper 
note 
phone 
phonograph 
projector 
radio 
sign 
sy.m.bol 
telecast 
teif;egram 
telegraph 
telephone 
teletype 
television 
TV 
word 
Kinds ~ paper 
blueprint 
blotter 
cardboard 
newsprint 
pad 
sandpaper 
tablet 
tinfoil 
tissue 
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0 Board Literature 
billboard account 
blackboard fai.ry-bale 
chalkboard letter 
easle literary 
signboard poem 
tag board poetry 
skit 
story 
Holde.r tale 
verse 
bookend 
bookmark 
file Advertisement 
foilrder 
hanger advertisement 
portfolio announcement 
pot holder bill 
spool billboard 
bulletin 
communication 
To publish flier 
notice 
advertise poster 
0 announce program relate 
report 
spread Message 
voice 
account 
cable 
Record communication 
declaration 
album deed 
bill dispatch 
billboard explanation 
card information 
catalog invitation 
chart letter 
deed mail 
dictionary news 
diary newspaper 
history note 
license notice 
log order 
logbook post 
scrapbook postcard 
prescription 
questionnaire 
0~ 
recipe 
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e Map reference 
report 
blueprint review 
chart statement 
map summary 
telegram 
valentine 
List waybill 
bill 
draft Vote 
file 
menu ballot 
schedule voice 
vote 
Transfer or Send 
--- Warnings 
airmail 
bear announce 
bring attention 
brought beware 
carry caution 
cart dispatch 
deliver .lest 
delivery notice 
import order 
mail signal 
relay warn 
ship 
take 
took To write 
transport 
copy 
draft 
Name note 
pen 
head record 
name scratch 
style write 
title wrote 
type 
typewriting 
Food- woodburning 
Vegetables 
asparagus Meat 
bean 
beet bacon 
cabbage beef 
-
carrot chop 
I 
II 
I 
I 
l 
I, 
li 
,, 
celery 
corn 
cucumber 
lettuce 
lima bean 
parsnip 
pea 
potato 
radish 
sauerkraut 
spinach 
succotash 
turnip 
vegetable 
yam 
Berries 
berry 
blackberry 
blueberry 
chinaberry 
cranberry 
gooseberry 
mulberry 
raspberry 
strawberry 
Beverage 
beverage 
cider 
cocoa 
cof'f'ee 
juice 
nectar 
orangeade 
sarsaparilla 
soda 
tea 
Nuts 
almond 
butternut 
cashew 
chestnut 
cob 
ham 
hamburg 
hotdog 
meat 
mutton 
onion 
pork 
sausage 
steak 
venison 
wiener 
Fruit 
apple 
applesauce 
apricot 
banana 
cherry 
citrus 
date 
f'ig 
f'ruit 
grape 
grapefruit 
jam 
jelly 
j~ice 
lemon 
lemonade 
lime 
marmalade 
melon 
orange 
ol:'angeade 
peach 
pear 
plum 
Pound Sweet (apple) 
prune 
pumpkin 
punch 
tomato 
watermelon 
Deserts 
brownie 
cake 
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coconut 
nut 
peanut 
pecan 
walnut 
Dressings, etc. 
chili 
frosting 
ginger 
gravy 
honey 
icing 
l 
jam 
jelly 
I molasses 
I 
mustard 
preserve 
I salt 
' 
spice 
I sugar 
syrup 
vinegar 
0 
Eggs 
egg 
yolk 
Grain and flour products 
----
barley 
biscuit 
bran 
bread 
cracker 
cereal 
cor:nflake 
dough 
flapjack 
flour 
grain 
ground flour 
johnnycake 
meal 
muffin 
oat 
0 
cooky 
cupcake 
custard 
desert 
doughnut 
gingerbread 
ice cream 
pie 
pudding 
sundae 
Dairy products 
butter 
buttermilk 
cheese 
cream 
milk 
Candy 
candy 
chocolate 
fudge 
goody 
gumdrop 
lollipop 
marzipan 
peppermint 
toffy 
Food 
food 
grocery 
grub 
pemmican 
popsicle 
pretzel 
salad 
sandwich 
soup 
spaghetti 

lt.2 
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Air and water mixed gust 
hail 
bubble ice-cold 
foam icy 
spray lightning 
yeast mist 
moist 
moisture 
Traveler rain 
rainbow 
caller raiddrop 
passenger rainstorm 
passer-by shower 
peddler sleet 
pilgrim snow 
pioneer snowball 
tourist snowdrift 
traveler snowfall 
snowflake 
snowman 
Travel snowmen 
snowstorm 
errand sprinkle 
excursion sticky 
journey storm 
mission sunny 
rove sunshine 
tour temperature 
transportation thunder 
travel tnundercloud 
trip tornado 
visit vapor 
voyage water 
weather 
weatherman 
Color whirlwind 
wind 
black windstorm 
blue windy 
blue. green 
blue striped 
bright-colored Color 
brown 
chocolate color 
coral dye 
dapple-gray glow 
dye key 
ebony rouge 
golden shade 
golden brown vat dyed 
-
gray 
• 
gray-green 
gray-haired 
green 
indigo 
ivory 
milk-white 
orange 
pink 
purple 
raven 
red 
l"ed brown 
red faced 
red headed 
scarlet 
sea-blue 
sky-blue 
turquoise 
violet 
white 
yellow 
Parts of the Body 
abdomen 
ankle 
arm 
back 
backbone 
blood 
body 
bone 
brain 
breast 
breath 
breathe 
brow 
calcitmJ. 
calf 
calves 
cell 
cheek 
chest 
chin 
constitution 
digestive 
digit 
ear 
eardrum 
eye 
Solar System 
air 
atmosphere 
axis 
comet 
Cassiopaeia 
earth 
eclipse 
equator 
globe 
gravity 
horizon 
magnetic 
Mars 
meteor 
moon 
oxygen 
planet 
pocket 
sky 
space 
star 
sun 
universe 
world 
The Five Senses 
bitter 
delicious 
sour 
suga_!-coated 
sweet 
taste 
tasty 
scent 
smell 
sniff 
sweet-smelling 
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Taste 
Smell 
0 
0 
Hair recognize 
review 
barb resolve 
beard respect 
crop respectfully 
haircut saw 
long haired search 
pigtail see 
shaggy seek 
tress seen 
whisker shop 
wig sight 
sightseeing 
solve 
Trees- stare 
Types study 
survey 
acorn trace 
ash track 
bamboo view 
birch wakeful 
cedar watch 
·cherry watchful 
cottonwood wide eyed 
elm wi:nk 
e, evergreen fir 
hickory Parts of Trees 
holly 
juniper bark 
linden bough 
mahogony branch 
maple cork 
palm lmothole 
pecan leaf 
pine leaves 
poplar limb 
rubber log 
Sequoia lumber 
spruce lye 
willow pitch 
root 
sap 
Group sawdust 
stump 
forest timber 
grove tinder 
jungle tree 
orchard treetop 
plantation twig 
thicket wood 
woodland 
Flowers 
Brier-Rose 
buttercup 
cornflower 
daisy 
dandelion 
flower 
gardenia 
geranium 
goldenrode 
jack-in-the-pulpit 
jonquil 
lily 
mayflower 
morning glory 
narcissus 
pansy 
poppy 
rose 
sunflower 
tulip 
violet 
woka (s) 
Plants (other than flowers, 
vegetables) 
alfalfa 
bamboo 
bitterroot 
brake 
broom 
cactus 
catnip 
cattail 
clove 
clover 
dill 
grass 
hay 
hedge 
herb 
jewelweed 
marshmallow 
milkweed 
.. 
wooden 
woodpile 
Parts of Flowers 
bloom 
blossom 
bulb 
petal 
prickle 
seed 
.seedling 
shoot 
stalk 
stem 
thorn 
Ivy 
Ivy 
poison ivy 
Vine 
grapevine 
muskmelon 
vine 
Growth 
bush (es) 
crop 
flower 
plant 
seedling 
tree 
Seed (or seed case) 
boll 
burr 
cottonseed 
grain 
husk 
kernel 
linseed 
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moss Tobacco 
peppermint 
sagebrush cigarette 
straw smoke 
tuber tobacco 
tumbleweed weed 
thistle 
underbrush 
weed Bundle 
armful 
Containers armload 
bag 
aquarium baggage 
barrel boatload 
basin bunch 
basket bundle 
bathtub cargo 
bin carload 
bookcase freight 
bottle heap 
bowl load 
box (es) luggage 
bucket mound 
bucketful pack 
can package 
carton packet 
case parcel 
chest pile 
churn sack 
closet sheaves 
cone sockful 
container trainload 
counter 
cra·be 
cup Decorations 
dipper 
dish bamer 
drawer bow 
dropper design 
envelope fillet 
file flag 
firebox garland 
flask invention 
flowerpot ornament 
freezer pennant 
funnel ribbon 
glass shield 
handbag staff 
hatbox standard 
incubator stripe 
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jar tassel 
jug totem 
keg wreath 
kettle 
ladle 
locker Roadway 
locket 
lunchbox aisle 
mailbox alley 
pail board"Walk 
pan bridge 
pipe catwalk 
pitcher corridor 
pod course 
portfolio crosscut 
pot crossroad 
pouch detour 
rack driveway 
saucer fire"Way 
scoop grade 
shelf lane 
shell monorail 
sideboard overpass 
suitcase path 
socket pathway 
e tank rail teakettle road 
thermos route 
tin run "Way 
trough sidewalk 
trunk street 
tub stretch 
tube subway 
vase toll brigge 
vat track 
trail 
tunnel 
Channel for carrying water walk 
warpath 
arroyo way 
canal 
canyon 
coulee Edge 
dike 
ditch band 
drain bank 
floodgate border 
hose coast 
hydrant' curb 
lock edge 
main frame 
0 
0 
0 
pump 
spout 
pipe 
riverbed 
Raised surface 
bump 
cob 
hump 
lump 
mound 
Deepen 
dig 
dug 
mine 
sap 
sink 
Cavities 
burrow 
canyon 
dell 
ditch 
furrow 
gully 
gutter 
hole 
mudhole 
opening 
pit 
qua:rry 
recess 
reservoir 
rut 
trench 
volcano 
well 
Parts of a house-
Outside 
chimney 
doorstep 
f'ringe 
ledge 
levee 
lip 
margin 
ridge 
rim 
river bank 
roadside 
shou,lder 
Outlet 
door 
drain 
floodgate 
faucet 
mouth 
opening 
tap 
way 
Opening 
chute 
floodgate 
gap 
hole 
leak 
open 
opening 
outlet 
shaft 
slit 
Houses and Shelter 
adobe 
apartment 
ark 
barn 
basement 
cabin 
camp 
castle 
cave 
chalet 
cottage 
7 
housetop dugout 
peak farmhouse 
porch fort 
roof garage 
rooftop grange 
shingle hogan 
shutter home 
slat homestead 
smokestack hospital 
stoop hotel 
thatch roof house 
fence houseboat 
gate hut 
gatepost igloo 
gateway inn 
lodge 
motel 
Inside mud-ruck 
palace 
ceiling peel 
cellar playhouse 
door pueblo 
doorpost teepee 
doorway tent 
eave shed 
entrance shelter 
floor stockade 
furniture wheelhouse 
portal wigwam 
room 
sill 
stair Rooms and Additions 
stairway 
step addition 
wall attic 
window auditorium 
balcony 
ballroom 
Extras basement 
bathroom 
blind bedroom 
doorbell cafeteria 
glass cell 
keyhole cellar 
knob chamber 
knocker classroom 
pane cloakroom 
socket coatroom 
court 
cubby 
II den 
8 
Furnishings- dining room 
Seats gallery 
g;ym 
armchair gymnasium 
bench hall 
chair hiding-place 
couch kitchen 
glider lavatory 
seat living room 
sofa lobby 
stool loft 
throne lounge 
lunchroom 
newsroom 
Bedroom nursery 
office 
bed pantry 
bedclothes parlor 
bedcovers patio 
blanket playroom 
bunk room 
chest schoolroom 
cradle showroom 
crib storeroom 
featherbed study 
mattress washroom 
pallet workroom 
pillow workshop 
puff 
trundle 
Other Furnishings found in the 
house 
Kitchen 
armrest 
cupboard blind 
freezer bookcase 
icebox bookend 
kitchenware candlestick 
refrigerator china 
sideboard clock 
' sink coaster 
table curtain 
tablecloth cushion 
toaster desk 
washboard draperies 
flowerpot 
furniture 
ladle 
lamp 
mantel 
--
mat 
2 
Building materials pitcher 
radiator 
board rug 
brick shade 
cement shelves 
concrete showcase 
mortar stand 
plaster stepladder 
slat towel 
steel tray 
tile vacuum 
vase 
washbowl 
Workshop workbench 
factory 
gristmill Tall building 
lumbermill 
mill Eiffel Towe.t 
plant skyscraper 
powerhou.se steeple 
refinery tower 
sawmill 
shop 
stockyard Forts 
tannery 
windmill blockhouse 
workhouse stockad!3 
workshop 
Storehouse 
Places to grow plants 
bank 
greenhouse barn 
hothouse cannery 
nursery clos$t 
corncrib 
r.oundhouse 
Dinnerware silo 
store 
china storehouse 
crystal storeroom 
fork woodshed 
glass 
knife 
pnrcelain Public places 
silver 
spoon auditorium 
building 
clubhouse 
-
cour"l:;house 
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Store g;ymnasium 
headquarters 
bazaar lighthouse 
bookstore memorial 
drugstore museum 
library post office 
pharmacy theater 
toyshop 
toys tore 
Places dealing with milR products 
Language terms creamery 
dairy 
abbreviate 
abbreviation 
alphabetical Arithmetic terms 
article 
comma abacus 
con:nnas add 
ex addend 
hyphen addition 
meaning allowance 
sentence amount 
subject arithmetic 
balance 
bargain 
Time baiter 
base 
after borrow 
afternoon carry 
afterward check 
age decimal 
age-old divide 
ago dividend 
already division 
always divisor 
annual fact 
autumn figure 
awhile less 
bedtime minuend 
before minus 
biennial multiplicand 
calendar multiplication 
current multiplier 
daily multiply 
date numeral 
dawn proof 
day prove 
daybreak quotient 
daylight remainder 
-
daytime subtract 
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then Ready 
till 
time due 
timepiece ready 
timetable ripe 
today 
tomorrow 
tonight Late 
twilight 
until late 
wartime overdue 
week recent 
when 
whenever 
while Number words 
wintertime 
year one 
yesterday two 
three 
four 
Amounts five 
six 
alone .seven 
any eight: 
both nine 
double ten 
each tenth 
either eleven 
every twelve 
few thirteen 
many fourteen 
nip fifteen 
number sixteen 
only seventeen 
pair eighteen 
part nineteen 
several twenty 
some twenty-one 
somewhat twenty-two 
twenty-three 
twenty-four 
Double twenty-five 
twenty-six 
both twenty-seven 
double twenty-eight 
pair twenty-nine 
twin thirty 
two-track thirty-one 
thirty-ti'lo 
thirty-three 
Jl thirty-four 
---
Measurement- thirty-five 
Liquid thirty-six 
thirty-seven 
cupful thirty-eight 
gallon thirty-nine 
gill forty 
half pint fifty 
pint sixty 
quart seventy 
eighty 
ninety 
Linear hunQ.red 
three hundred 
acre thousand 
bolt million 
distance first 
foot second 
height third 
inch fourth 
length fifth 
linear seventh 
mile sixt}). 
palm eighth 
rod ninth 
ruler eleventh 
span one-fourth 
unit one-half 
width digit 
yard double 
yardstick half 
once 
single 
Money three-ring 
twice 
anna twin 
buck 
cent 
coin Time 
copper 
cost calendar 
dime day 
dollar hour 
fare minute 
fin month 
mint second 
mohur week 
money year 
nickel 
pence 
penny 
-II peso 
postage Weight 
quarter 
shilling heavy 
tenpenny light 
treasure ounce 
wampum peck 
yen pound 
scale 
ton 
Measurement terms weigh 
apiece 
ball Keep count 
bolt 
bushel clock 
ciock compute 
compass count 
cycle grade 
degree list 
dozen mark 
fraction notch 
group number 
handful record 
least score 
loaf' time 
lot written 
measure 
meter 
number Part 
odometer 
part back 
piece bottom 
speedometer corner 
spoonful end 
standard front 
tablespoon heel 
teaspoon hind 
teaspoonful last 
thermometer middle 
thermostat side 
time top 
timepiece 
timetable 
Part 
Deity arm 
branch 
divine bough 
God leaf' 
Jesus runner 
til shoot 
---
til 
Religious leaders 
cardinal 
chaplain 
priest 
reverend 
Places of worship 
chapel 
church 
Ties 
bandage 
bowstring 
chain 
lasso 
leash 
line 
loop 
rope 
strand 
strap 
string 
tape 
thread 
tie 
wire 
Synthetic 
cellophane 
nylon 
orlon 
plastic 
rayon 
Furs 
bearskin 
otter 
min'R: 
muskrat 
raccoon 
seal 
spray 
spring 
twig 
Material 
alpaca 
braid 
buckskin 
calico 
camel 
canvas 
cheesecloth 
chintz 
cloth 
cord 
corduroy 
cotton 
deerskin 
doe 
felt 
fiber 
flax 
fleece 
gauze 
jersey 
knit 
lace 
lanital 
leather 
linen 
net 
nylon 
oilcloth 
patchwork 
rawhide 
rayon 
sailcloth 
satin 
sheepskin 
silk 
silken 
textile 
'' 
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• 
Tools-
Garden 
ax (axe) 
axle 
clipper 
crowbar 
fulcrum. 
hoe 
lever 
mower 
nail 
pick 
pitcfrl'ork 
rake 
saw 
scissors 
shear 
shovel 
sickle 
sledge 
spade 
wedge 
wheel 
Cutting 
blade 
jackknife 
knife 
scissors 
shear 
Pointea Instrtiments 
horn 
nail 
needle 
pin 
spike 
toothpick 
Writing Instruments 
chalk 
crayon 
liner 
pen 
pencil 
broom 
brush 
mop 
hose 
S.11'J'eepers 
Tools and machines . 
air-conditioner 
appliance 
bar 
bat 
beater 
bulldozer-
buzz-saw 
clapper 
club 
control 
cowcatcher 
cracker 
cress cut 
cultivator 
drill 
engine 
eraser 
equipment 
extinguisher 
fan 
file 
fishhook 
fishline 
fork 
gear 
generator 
gin 
grater 
hammer 
hardware 
harrow 
hinge 
hook 
instrument 
iron 
jigsaw 
key 
ladder 
loom 
machine 
machinery 
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Optical Instruments 
camera 
glass 
glasses 
micrOS"<? Ope 
spectacle 
telescope 
Engines 
engine 
diesel 
generator 
machine 
Electrical terms 
battery 
conductor 
cut-out 
electrical 
electrician 
electricity 
electro-magnet 
Point 
antler 
barb 
beard 
burr 
comb 
currycomb 
nail 
needle 
pin 
prickle 
sharp 
spur 
tack 
thorn 
thumbtack 
tooth 
motor 
oar 
opener 
paddle 
paintbrush 
pallet 
peel 
plough 
plow 
plum (line) 
projector 
reaper 
sawmill 
sheaves 
separator 
snowplow 
spindle 
steamer 
steams hovel 
·tool 
toothbrush 
Alarm 
alarm 
bell 
buzzer 
cloc.k 
fire-alarm 
fire bell 
whistle 
Mechanical powers 
arm 
a:x:is 
a:x:le 
corkscrew 
crowbar 
fulcrum 
hammer 
jackscrew 
loom 
plane 
pliers 
pulley 
screw 
wedge 
wheel 
wrench II ~~==~9F==========================~====================================~==========IF===~~~ 
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Sewing terms 
hoop 
knit 
loom 
mend 
needle 
needlework 
patch 
patchwork 
sew 
shuttle 
spool 
thread 
woof 
Educational terms 
education 
lesson 
principal 
professor 
taught 
teach 
teacher 
training 
well-trained 
Subjects 
art 
geography 
history 
science 
Unexpected event 
accident 
adventure 
chance 
luck 
magic 
miracle 
mystery 
sudden 
surprise 
wonderland 
wondrous 
To sharpen 
barb 
grind 
point 
set 
sharpen 
Fold 
crease 
double 
elbow 
fold 
gather 
wrinkle 
Places to educate 
college 
kindergarmen 
nursery 
school 
schoolhouse 
schoolroom 
lesson 
course 
declaration 
lecture 
message 
preach 
sermon 
speech 
spiel 
Festivity 
birthday 
carnival 
celebration 
circus 
clambake 
coronation 
enjo;yment 
entertain 
To spring or jump 
bolt 
bounce 
bound 
caper 
curvet 
hop 
hoppity-hop 
hoppity-skip 
hurdle 
jump 
leap 
skip 
spring 
sprang 
To run 
chase 
clippity-clop 
dash 
gallop 
hurry 
race 
ran 
run 
rush 
scamper 
scramble 
scurry 
Move deliberately 
advance 
climb 
hike 
march 
move 
operation 
patrol 
stalk 
stamp 
tramp 
trample 
troop 
entertainment 
event 
feast 
festival 
frolic 
fun 
holiday 
parade 
party 
picnic 
recreation 
rodeo 
spectacle 
vacation 
wedding 
Move lively 
dance 
high stepping 
lightfoot 
prance 
quick-running 
step 
trot 
zip 
zoom 
Move slowly 
cr!'l.wl 
creep 
crept 
limp 
plod 
prowl 
scUff 
stalk 
stamp 
stumble 
tiptoe 
tramp 
trample 
trudge 
waddle 
wade 
walk 
'ZO 
0 To cause to move To shake 
blew flutter 
blow quiver 
buck restless 
drag ripple 
drive rock 
drove shiver 
haul sway 
pull swing 
push swung 
roll tremble 
slide vibrate 
tow waggle 
tug wiggle 
wobble 
wobbly 
'li To turn about 
about To fill 
bend 
churn clog 
detour cram 
dial fill 
flip full 
0 flop furnish mix line 
overturn load 
reel pa~k 
rotate pile 
spin provide 
spun ref'ill 
stir satisfy 
swing stuff 
turn supply 
twirl 
twist 
upset To act 
upside 
warp ~ct 
wind behave 
whirl copy 
whirr dramatize 
zigzag perform 
play 
show 
To fqllow 
act 
again 
0 copy 
) . 
exactly A shade 
example 
execute awning 
follow parachute 
form parasol 
mold tent 
monkey umbrella 
obey 
parrot 
pattern Cover 
reflect 
rene:w bandage 
repeat blanket 
reproduce cap 
schedule clookface 
shadow coat 
shape cork 
s_;byle cover 
trace crust 
, dr:pniliead 
filfu 
Be?,k,. Nozzle finish 
frosting 
beak :fuzz (y) 
bill jacket 
faucet layer 
handle lid 
nose mask 
D:o·zzle napkin 
spout· nipple 
sprinkler oilcloth 
paint 
pane 
Spread paper 
pil:.ug 
branch quilt 
broadcast sc~ly 
display she" at 
exhibit stopper 
fluff' tablecloth 
layout thatch 
letter thimble 
outstretch 'veil 
scat wrap 
scatter 
show 
shown ;Grow or Increase 
sort 
spreaq. ·>.·add 
sprinkle bloom 
e 
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squeeze blossom 
threw continue 
throw gain 
unfold grew 
unroll grow 
grown 
growth 
Outgrowth increase 
magnify 
bow outgrow 
bulb produce 
btmlp product 
bunch puff' 
cltmlp sprout 
ltmlp stretch 
nipple 
rib 
ridge To lengthen 
teat 
tooth addend 
addition 
expand 
To throw extend 
grow 
I chuck increase dtmlp outstretch launch sprout 
pitch 
project 
shovel To strip 
threw 
throw . fleece 
th!:own open 
toss peel 
strip 
uncover 
Devour undress 
unwrap 
hurt 
pounce 
raven To shorten 
snatch 
tackle abbreviate 
abbreviation 
peak 
To Divide 
crack To cut 
crtmlb 
divide bob 
I separate carve 
snap chip 
split chop 
tatter clip 
tear cut 
tore mince 
torn nip 
uproot notch 
pink 
pluok 
Break shear 
slice 
break snip 
brittle hackle 
broke mow 
broken trim 
crack 
crash 
crumble To place 
snap 
split arrange 
deal 
file 
Jab or Hurt insert 
laid 
I attack land badger lay bang pirch 
battery place 
beat prepare 
box put 
bruise .ready 
bump sat 
charge set 
chuck settle 
flip sit 
harm station 
hit 
hurt 
jab Weapons 
jerk 
pick arrow 
knock arrowhead 
lick blade 
-
needle bullet 
poke cannon 
pound dart 
prickle gun 
punch long-bow 
push rifle 
rap rocket 
I 
scuff' slingshot 
shock spear 
shoot staff 
shot sword 
skin tomahawk 
slap 
soak 
spank Go against 
spear 
strap against 
strike argue 
stroke arrest 
struck backfire 
stung badger 
switch balk 
tap bang 
tar battle 
thresh beat 
whack block 
whip bother 
wound brush 
buck 
bump 
To rub charge 
It' check brush clash 
bump contest 
check contrary 
friction crash 
graze desert 
grind didn't 
press disagree 
rub disappoint 
scratch disobey 
touch distaste 
disturb 
don't 
Trick fight 
foil 
cunning forbid 
fool friction 
fox interrupt 
joke judge 
juggle lean 
kid pressure 
lying protest 
sly punish 
steal punishment 
take quarrel 
trick quarrelsome 
I refuse 
It Untrue rub 
smother 
lie spite 
pretend storm 
stroke 
stunt 
Impertinent tag 
touch 
bold wage 
nerve war 
saucy wen'-t 
sharp tongue wrong 
Produced To participate 
build along 
home-made join 
made share 
make 
man-made 
manufacture Arrive 
product 
read.y..:.made arrive 
I 
appear 
approach 
Function came 
come 
fi-eld coming 
line enter 
part meet 
province reach 
race return 
role revisit 
round to 
sphere toward 
walk 
To'happen 
D-irections-
Cardinal arrive 
fall 
east happen 
north pass 
south 
west 
Indicating direction 
In between directions across 
backward 
northeast center 
northwest central 
southeast dE? tour 
southwest direction 
down 
downhill 
Mind downward 
downstairs 
agree downwind 
awaken far 
because faraway 
behave far-off 
believe forth 
blame forward 
bless halfway 
call headfirst 
careful incline 
cause left 
choose nearby 
chose peak 
clear head port 
clever right 
coax righthanded 
crazy sideways 
dare slant 
daydream slope 
decide southern 
depend southward 
digest starboard 
doubt northern 
d!'eam underi'oot 
estimate underground 
faithful underneath 
fanciful underside 
fancy · up 
forget uphill 
~or give upstream 
forgot upper 
frank upward 
greedy westward 
guess 
hate 
honest Intelligence 
honor 
hope alive 
idea awake 
ideal awoke 
·imagine bright 
inner quick 
intelligent shallow 
intend sharp 
interest 
I like 
:) love A-wareness 
'make-believe 
mistake awake 
misunderstanding knew 
pledge lmow 
prayer known 
problem learn 
promise pickup 
rather public 
realize woke 
reason wake 
reflect 
remember 
remind Freedom 
secret 
selfish clear 
sense free 
sensible independence 
shock independent 
sorry liberty 
suggest license 
suggestion loose 
superstition pure 
suppose rid 
temper willing 
test 
think 
thought Permission 
understand 
understood allow 
why allowance 
will grant 
wise law 
wish leave 
wonder let 
worry license 
yes 
Possibility 
Discover 
chance 
design may 
draw maybe 
find pe:r:-haps 
found possible 
invent probably 
spot 
Medication 
Sickness 
aspirin 
chickenpox drug 
cold 
disease 
fever 
germ 
hoarse 
medical 
pest 
pox 
sick 
spent 
stroke 
Choice 
choose 
course 
election 
instead 
opti·onal 
or 
pick 
replace 
Personal pronouns 
I 
Pd 
I'll 
I'm 
I''ve 
me 
mine 
my 
myself 
Soft sounds 
buzz 
gurgle 
hush 
lap 
ripple 
rustle 
sigh 
tick 
tinkle 
tock 
whisper 
medicine 
tablet 
vitamin 
Idea 
deal 
fairyland 
invention 
motion 
plan 
project 
topic 
wrinkle 
Election 
ballot 
election 
ticket 
voice 
vote 
Loud noises 
bang; 
bellow 
blare 
blast 
blowout 
boom 
bump 
bumpity-bump 
clap 
clash 
clatter 
clinkety-clank 
crash 
drumbeat 
echo 
gruff' 
grumble 
howl 
klomped 
B::lumped 
kronk 
loud 
noise 
Sounds of bell~ etc. 
bell 
buzz 
clang 
cowbell 
ding 
dong 
firealarm 
fire bell 
honk 
jingle 
jangle 
rang 
ring 
stroke 
ting-a-ling 
tick 
tinkle 
took 
toll 
toot 
whistle 
Vocal sounds 
ah-choo 
aye 
coo 
eek 
gee 
good-by 
ha 
hello 
hey 
hiss 
ho 
hooray 
howdy 
hurrah 
hurray 
kerohoo 
no 
0 
oh 
ouch 
shoo 
ugh 
whew 
noisy 
pop 
racke·t; 
rattle 
roar 
rumble 
scream 
shout 
slap 
smash 
snore 
thump 
thunder 
zoom 
Sad sounds 
bawl 
boohoo 
cry 
moan 
sigh 
sob 
weep 
wept 
whine 
Perta-ining to the mouth and voice 
aloud 
boast 
chat 
cough 
grin 
hoarse 
la.ugh 
mouthful 
oral 
sing 
sharp tongue 
smile 
speak 
speech 
spoke 
swallow 
talk 
thirsty 
unsmiling 
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whoa voice 
WOW whisper 
yes word • 
yum ya;wn 
Sounds To speak 
click address 
crier advance 
drill answer 
drone ask 
fizz beg 
flick boast 
gurgle declare 
pitter discuss 
patter describe 
scrape e~claim 
slzz'le explain 
snap inquire 
question 
remark 
To bow reply 
said 
bob say I bow speak curtsy state 
di-p tell 
kneel told 
nod 
stoop 
Point out 
Feelings and personal qualities show 
point 
ablaze proof 
admire prove 
afraid 
amaze 
amuse Beauty 
anger 
angry attractive 
anxious l?ecoming 
ashamed beautiful 
astonish beauty 
brave charm 
certain cunning 
cheer cute 
cheerful dainty 
cou-rage darling 
II 
cross grace 
cruel handsome 
curious lovely 
curiosity nice 
delight pleasant 
desperate pretty 
disgust sweet 
dreadful 
eager 
enjo;ym.ent To love 
excitement 
faint care 
faithful coddle 
fear cradle 
fearful favorite 
fierce feel 
fierceness fond 
fit hold dear 
fond hug 
fright kiss 
funny like 
glad love 
good pet 
goodness rock 
happily treasure 
happiness 
happy 
hateful Treat tenderly 
homesick 
hope coddle 
hopefully comfort 
huff cradle 
humane hug 
hungry pet 
ill provide 
impatient shield 
joy 
joyful 
kind Happy words 
kindhearted 
kindly content 
kindness enjoy 
laughter fortunate 
lonely frolic 
lonesome fun 
mischievous funny 
nettle gay 
nervous glad 
peaceful glee 
pluck happy 
It 
proud happiest 
reliance jolly 
restless joy 
sad merry 
shy· rollicking 
sick 
sorry 
stern Disturbing 
strong 
strong-minded annoy 
sure bother 
temper disturb 
thankful nettle 
timid nosy 
tired rattler 
thoughtful trouble 
twitter 
uncertain 
uncomfortable Eyesore 
unhappy 
unpleasant figure 
warmth freak 
well behaved fright 
wept monster 
woe scarecrow 
worse sight 
witch 
Silly 
Wild 
foolish 
naughty coarse 
nonsense untamed 
rot wild 
silly 
twitter 
Unpleasant words 
Serious awful 
awkward 
sad bad 
solemn cheat 
{lorry discontent 
unsmiling disorderly 
worry distaste 
dreadful 
fright 
Appreciate gruff 
mean 
thank noisy 
thank you opposite 
Appearance pain 
pest 
scene shriek 
s~enery tantalizing 
show terrible 
sight ugly 
view unpleasant 
wicked 
To designate something 
To designate place 
anything 
aTticle ahead 
everything anywhere 
it at 
it's below 
'its beneath 
itself beside 
something between 
that beyond 
the center 
there's corner 
these dreamland 
thing everywhere 
I this here those hiding place 
what in 
'\That's indoor 
whatever inside 
which into 
nowhere 
out-of-town 
Near overboard 
overs ide 
about place 
almost somewhere 
among there 
around under 
aside underfoot 
at upstairs 
border where 
by wherever 
close within 
hug 
near 
nearby On 
neighbor 
neighborhood aboard 
next on 
next door onto 
practically upon 
snug 
Group To group 
agency bunch 
all cluster 
altogether collect 
army combine 
association compose 
audience connect 
band gather 
body harvest 
brotherhood. herd 
class join 
club married 
collection marry 
combination meet 
committee mingle 
COliDJlUnity pool 
company reap 
concert roundup 
conference stack 
congress 
council 
crowd Object 
department 
I every drift everybody end 
everyone game 
family mark 
firm point 
fleet target 
flock 
fold 
folk Out 
gallery 
government out 
group outdoor 
herd outdoors 
kingdom outside 
kinsfolk 
lodge 
management Particle 
meeting 
nation bit 
neighborhood chip 
pack cut 
party crumb 
people lump 
police part 
Red Cross piece 
session sample 
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Slow or dull kill 
poison 
blunt poisonous 
brake 
limit 
poke ~uick 
poky 
slow boon 
slowly express 
stupid fast 
fleet 
flutter 
Remain haste 
hurry 
an.chor instant 
hang lightfoot 
hold quick 
hung rapid 
lay scurry 
lie sharp 
linger speed 
remain swift 
stand whisk 
stay whizz 
wait zip 
zoom 
Do over 
To attach 
again 
refill bind 
renew bolt 
repeat bound 
over bridge 
bridle 
buckle 
To hold button 
catch 
anchor caught 
brake fasten 
check fence-d in 
contain handcuff 
control hitch 
curb hook 
harness lmit 
heed latch 
hold nail 
include pin 
keep tie 
kept tighten 
moor To adhere 
rein 
squeeze cling 
strap close 
tighten clung 
glue 
hug 
To catch paste 
stick 
bag sticky 
bait 
capture 
catch Places to restrain 
grab 
trap cage 
cell 
den 
Inclosure jail 
keep 
corral pen 
court pound 
dike station 
fairground 
fold 
I P,edge 
Movable fence 
net 
pen hurdle 
pasture stile 
picket 
pound 
schoolyard Fence 
wall 
yard fence 
hedge 
wall 
Shine 
beam A cleaner 
bright 
glitter paint 
glossy polish 
glow shellac 
light soap 
shiny turpentine 
shone varnish 
sparkle wax 
splendid 
twinkle 
I 
To make clean 
bath 
bathe 
brighten 
clean 
clean-up 
color 
pasteurize 
scrub 
shine 
shoe shine 
tidy 
wash 
Help or Improve 
aid 
advance 
benefit 
better 
bless 
brighten 
clean 
clean-up 
correct 
cultivate 
cure 
decorate 
defend 
deliver 
ease 
escort 
fix 
fumigate 
gain 
guard 
guide 
help 
helpful 
improve 
lead 
mend 
nurse 
offer 
operation 
patch 
perfect 
please 
Coat 
cement 
crust 
gild 
glaze 
nickel plate 
plate 
paint 
shellac 
stain 
varnish 
whitewash 
Preserve 
bottle 
cure 
keep 
kipper 
package 
picR:ae 
preserve 
save 
storage 
store 
To gain 
bag 
earn 
gain 
gather 
get 
got 
net 
pickup 
realize 
receive 
succeed 
win 
won 
To cultivate 
cut 
dig 
~9 
0 preserve farm 
protect fertilizer 
provide garden 
repair hoe 
rescue manure 
safe rake 
safe keeping plow 
safety seed 
sanitation swampworm 
save till 
serve we.ed 
shield feather planting 
shine 
steer 
tow To support 
train 
affirm 
back 
A support champion 
championship 
back guard 
base shield 
beam 
column 
0 flagpole 
Ease 
foundation 
guard comfort 
pole comfortable 
post convenience 
prop convenient 
rail cozily 
rod cozy 
sawhorse ease 
shield easily 
staff snug 
stakes soften 
stanchion 
stand 
stick Cooperative 
stilts 
stirrups agree 
switch concert 
trapeze cooperative 
trivet joint 
upright pool 
wand willing 
yes 
i90 
0 Mild Soft 
easy limp 
gentle soft 
gently temper 
tender 
Loosen 
Disburden 
loose 
loosen dump 
open excuse 
unfasten free 
unhitch loose 
unlatch straighten 
untie unload 
unwind unpack 
Faultless Dreadful 
best harmful 
clear scare 
complete shock 
0 
excellent terrific 
fine terrify 
perfect 
pure 
spotless Unsafe 
danger 
dangerous 
Lacking harmful 
poisonous 
absent 
baokward 
bald Strange 
bare 
barren foreign 
blank funny looking 
blind queer 
breathlessly strange 
careless 
clumsy 
couldn't Height 
empty 
except best 
fail especially 
:f'ain-b famous 
:£'ee.rles s first-rate 
~ free head 
I 
I 
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0 half-finished heaven 
hardly height 
harmless high 
haven•t lordly 
helpless majestic 
hollow majesty 
impossible noble 
limp peak 
lost perfect 
minus point 
need polar 
neglect sacred 
neither star 
never sum 
no tip 
nobody top 
none upper 
nonsense upright 
nor worthy 
not 
nothing 
pale Raised floor 
poor 
scarcely bandstand 
shapeless counter 
short deck 
silence dook 
spent gangplank 
starve grandstand 
toothless mantel 
vacant pier 
V!'}.CUUln platform 
want pulpit 
weak ramp 
without reef' 
worse stage 
wharf 
Raise 
Lower floor 
build 
built cellar 
climb pit 
erect 
flight 
lift To Lower 
:mpu:o:b 
raise bend 
rise(1e~:; descent 
rose dip 
D soar dive 
-: 
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Pass through drop 
fall 
drain fallen 
filter fell 
screen flop 
sift lower 
siphon sank 
strain stoop 
well-drained stumble 
surrender 
tumble 
Pulp 
batter Solid body 
dough 
jam block 
paste cake 
pulp concrete 
sponge lump 
rook 
solid 
Solution stone 
alobhol 
ink Substance 
limewater 
lye animal 
stalactite being 
stalagmite body 
creature 
fish 
Powder gum 
mammal 
bran person 
cocoa physical 
crumb salt 
flour substance 
grain sugar 
granulated thing 
meal vitamin 
powder yeast 
seed 
spore 
Belonging to 
Real belong 
native 
indeed natural 
live of 
real proper 
really 
93 
0 such Necessary 
true 
important 
main 
Beginning must 
necessary 
birth necessity 
born ought 
brandnew 
bud 
came Begin 
come 
coming began 
enter begin 
inaugurate inaugurate 
introduce introduce 
introduction launch 
newborn plant 
newcomer start 
rookie 
Habitual 
Cease 
custom 
0 close everyday deadline familiar destination fix 
end habit 
finally set 
finish 
last 
lock The end 
over 
plug close 
prevent deadline 
refrain death 
shut end 
stop finish 
through last 
tail 
.terminal 
Remote 
end To ·run over 
extreme 
far drip 
f'arther flood 
foreign flow 
leak 
ooze 
Ia! 
Away from overflow 
pour 
apart ramble 
avoid spill 
away splash 
depart stream 
desert trickle 
disappear 
dispatch 
drift Eternal 
duck 
escape always 
export ever 
foreign last 
from lasting 
go never-ending 
goes 
going 
gone Permanent 
hid 
hide last 
leave lasting 
lose perrenial 
lost 
migrate 
off · Sanforized 
offshore 
out pre-shrunk 
overboard sanforized 
overs ide 
part 
pass Unyielding 
remove 
runaway difficult 
send firm 
sent hard 
slip stubborn 
stray stuck 
takeoff sturdy 
vanish tight 
wander tub-fast 
went uneasy 
where well-built 
yonder 
Words showing possession 
Network 
belong 
crosspiece got 
lace had 
• 
network has 
95 
patchwork hath 
screen have 
snarl hers 
tangle his 
weave mine 
web my 
our 
ours 
Confusion own 
owner 
confusion their 
disorderly 
litter 
mixture Uneven 
mysterious 
puzzle coarse 
riddle crooked 
scramble difference 
trouble different 
odd 
otherwise 
Even ragged 
rough 
abreast shapeless 
alike uncommon 
alongside unfair 
as unequal 
balance uneven 
compare unusual 
equal various 
even 
£air 
flat Unadorned 
just 
level clear 
like neat 
mutual ordinary 
nip (and tuck) plain 
plane shipshape 
rhyme simple 
row usual 
same well-dressed 
such 
sleek 
slick Illustrious 
smooth 
straight bright 
streamline magnificent 
smart 
splendid 
• 
wonderful 
Discriminate 
diagnostic 
estimate 
judge 
separate 
sift 
sum 
weigh 
Attempt 
experiment 
test 
tried 
try 
Accompanying 
fellow 
joint 
together 
twin 
with 
To receive 
honor 
receive 
see 
welcome 
Use 
handle 
try 
use 
work 
In case 
event 
if' 
possible 
so 
unless 
.Rule 
control 
head 
hold 
govern 
law 
manage 
rule 
Method 
anyhow 
anyway 
custom (s) 
form 
manner 
plan 
so 
process 
style 
system 
way 
In one piece 
healthy 
perfect 
sound 
well 
whole 
In great degree 
better 
best 
enough 
full 
great 
indeed 
more 
most 
much 
plenty 
precious 
quite 
such 
very 
wholesale 
Notwithstanding 
although 
but 
for 
however 
still 
yet 
To appear to be 
figure 
look 
present 
seem 
show 
Employ 
busy 
hire 
use 
Exercise 
gym 
play 
practice 
sport 
Work 
business 
business live 
busy 
chore 
duty 
homework 
housework 
occupation 
office 
service 
slavery 
till 
work 
Most important 
capital 
cardinal 
chief 
lead 
main 
precious 
principal 
Above and Beyond 
above 
also 
another 
crumb 
droplet 
extra 
filing 
fresh 
high 
left 
leftover 
more 
most 
other 
over 
overhanging 
overhead 
overlap 
oversleep 
oweir!slept 
remain 
remainder 
rest 
spare 
too 
Utility 
aid 
helpful 
usable 
useful 
value 
worth 
197 
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" 
To offer ,Attract 
invite attract 
move bait 
present charm 
press drag 
start draw 
tender trap 
Different Decay 
difference bad 
different decay 
odd mildew 
otherwise mold 
speoial must 
uncommon rot 
unusual rust 
To ohange Changes of water 
became evaporate 
~ 
become evaporation 
ohange expand 
oonvert freeze 
instead ice 
replaoe melt 
switch 
transform 
Compounds 
Metals brass 
brasswork 
aluminum jumble 
oopper patchwork 
gold pewter 
silver 
Oil 
Designate change 
butter 
bad cream 
broken gasoline 
buckle grease 
burn kerosene 
burst lard 
crumble naptha 
crumple oil 
•-
crush petroleum. 
I 
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0 damage soap 
dead suet 
death tallow 
decay vase line 
destroy 
die 
dissolve Stain or mark 
evaporate 
evaporation blot 
garbage brand 
kill character 
mildew check 
mold dirt 
must dirty 
perish dot 
poison fault 
rot grade 
rotten line 
rust mark 
smash postmark 
spoil print 
split scar 
strain scratch 
tattered shadow 
0 
tear sin 
torn smudge 
waste speckled 
wear spot 
weather streak 
wither stripe 
wore trace 
worn trademark 
wreck 
Water forms 
Trash 
dew 
refuse glacier 
stuff ice 
trash iceberg 
waste icicle 
weed mist 
rain 
raindrop 
Minerals steam 
vapor 
calcium water 
chalk wet 
chemical 
diamond 
0 ' 
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0 iron Transparent body 
metal 
mineral crystal 
nickel diamond 
tystal glass 
uranium prism 
Die Trade terms 
last afford 
mint allowance 
mold auction 
seal bargain 
stamp barter 
borrow 
bought 
Wealth buy 
cheap 
dear connnerce 
fortune cost 
rich dear 
deposit 
exchange 
Price expensive 
0 fare amount fine 
charge hire 
cost loan 
fare markdown 
wage owe 
worth paid 
pay 
price 
Reward rent 
retail 
favor sale 
gift sell 
present sold 
prize spend 
reward tax 
souvenir trade 
treasure wholesale 
treat 
windfall 
Agriculture 
agriculture 
farm 
fertile 
0 
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Action words raw 
recent 
ate young 
blink 
oook 
blow Water 
cough 
cried bathe 
cry dip 
dance duck 
dig drown 
draw irrigation 
dream soak 
drew sprinkle 
drink wash 
excite wet 
fish 
frighten 
forget Means of identification 
hear 
hunt badge 
kick card 
la':lgh check 
mind counter 
pray label 
read pass 
reason picture 
scold seal 
sew sign 
shout stamp 
sing tag 
smile tally 
smoke waybill 
sneeze 
sniff 
speak Unclassified 
sweep 
swept Arale.c 
swing Karankawe. 
talk Lenni-Lanape 
teach Nuong 
tease piltar 
wave rockeater 
sofkee 
Tioga 
wapatoo 
'I 
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0 Proper Names 
Abel Abbie 
Abdul Ada 
Adams Aggie 
Agnes Alan 
Albert Alexander 
Ali Alice 
Alison Allan 
Allen .Allerton 
.Amalie .Amber 
.Ames Anderson 
Andrew Andy 
Ann Anne 
Annette Antonio 
Anya Archie 
Axel Badger 
Baker Bantam 
Bantu Barbara 
Barbie Barley 
Barter Beep 
Beel:"s ·Ben 
Benny ·Benjamin 
Bongo Bert 
0 Beth Betsy Betty Beulah 
Biggsy Bill 
Billy Bingo 
Blackie Blinker 
Bob Bobby 
Bolivar Boots 
Bozo Bradford 
Bram Brant 
Brownie Bruce 
Brunny Buddy 
Bumpy Burton 
Busby Buster 
Cal Carl 
Carlos Carol 
Caroline Casey 
Charan Charles 
Chatterbox Chena 
Chico Chip 
Chris Christopher 
Chuco Chunk 
Cinder Clark 
Cliff Clinton 
Constance Cloud 
Cooper Crosspatch 
Crumpet Dan 
·0 
~ 1 nl 
e Daniel Dave 
David Davis 
Dawn Day 
Denis Denny 
Dewitt Dick 
Dickie Dinah 
Dodge Don 
Donald Donna 
Doris Dorothy 
Dot Dotty 
Douglas Dudley 
Dulcie Ebbie 
Ebenezer Ed 
Eddie Edie 
Edna Edward 
Edwards Edwin 
Egbert Einar 
Eli Elinor 
Elinar Elizabeth 
Ellen Elmer 
. :El&e Elson 
•'Eric Esmeralda 
E-took-a-shoo Ethel 
Evans Faith 
Fancy- Fatmeh 
Feather Flip 
Floppy Flora 
Folger Foodwell 
Foster Frances 
Frank Fred 
Fritz Fuller 
Gabe Gates 
Gay George 
Giles Gina 
Ginger Goldilocks 
Grace Grant 
Green Greta 
Gretchen Gretel 
G:ruf'£ Gus 
Hal Hamlet 
Rank Hans 
Hansel Harry 
Hassan Hay 
Hazel Helen 
Henri Henn 
Ifenry Hercules 
Hoky Hollis 
Rolly Rollyberry 
Homer Hopkins 
Roppy Humpy 
--
I_:TIIL' 
Ida Irene 
Jack Jacob 
James Jan 
Jane Janet 
Jean Jemima 
Jenny J_eremy 
Jerry Jim 
Jimmy Hingle 
Joan Jobie 
Joe joel 
Johanna John 
Johnson 'Jon 
Jonathan Jones 
Jordan Jose 
Joseph Joyce 
Juan Juanita 
Judy Junior 
Kabzina Karl 
Karner Kate 
Katrin Katrina 
Katy Kay 
Kenny Kip pie 
Kit Kita 
Kitty Kodru 
Kosciusco :R!ristin 
Larry Lars 
Larsen Laura 
Lawrence Leandro 
LeClerc Lee 
Leon Lester 
Lewis Linda 
Lizzie Loos 
Louis Lucio 
Lucky Incy 
Mabel Mac 
Mack Macy 
Mae Magic 
Mansaia )l;fanu 
Manuel Maple 
Margaret Marcus 
Marie Marion 
Marks Marlaine 
Martha Martin 
Marty Mason 
Matthews Matti 
Mary McGregor 
Mcintyre Melissa 
Michael Mickey 
Midnight Miggsy 
Mike Miles 
-
06 
0 Miller Mitt 
Mitzi Moga. 
Mohammed Mojo 
Molly Morgan 
Morris Mul Chand 
Mulligan Nan 
Nancy Na.nook 
Ned Nell 
Nelson Nibbies 
Nina. Noah 
liJ"orton Olga. 
Oom Ormar 
Oscar Pablo 
Pancho Pane 
Patrick Pat: 
Patty Patu 
Patsy Paul 
Pedro Peggy 
Pekka l Pepper 
Pepperminta. ·. Peter 
Peterson Peterson 
Piba Pidgeon 
Pierre Piggott 
Pis key Plpmp 
0 Ppgo Poky Polaski Polly Pomery Pond 
Popo Pottlesby 
Potts Professor 
Pulaski Prowler 
Rackety Ra.cky 
Rags Ralph 
Ram. on Ray 
Ra;ym.ond Re:x: 
Ricardo Richard 
noky Richards 
Riggs Riley 
Rita Robber 
Robin Robert 
Roger Rompo 
Ronnie Rose 
'Rosita Rosy 
Roy Rusty 
Ruth Sah-mee 
Sally Sam 
Samuel .Sandra 
Sandy Sara 
Barta Sawyer 
Seth Shirley 
Shook Sidney 
0 
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0 Simpleton Skinny 
Skippy Slade 
Slim- Smith 
Smokey Snap 
Snapper Sneakers 
Snip SnuJ:< 
Soja Sonny 
Spindle shanks Squeakie 
Squawk Steve 
Stina Mor Stocky 
Su Sue 
Sullivan Susan 
Susy Tabby 
Tammy Tapu 
Taylor Ted 
Teddy Terry 
Tharzah Thomas 
Thumb Tim 
Timi Timothy 
Tina Tinker 
Toby Toddle 
Tom TollDlly 
Tony Tootwhistle 
Toto Train 
0 Trigger Tucker Tumble Tumi 
;rurner Tutluk 
Vinegar Vrill 
Wanda Walter 
Wang Fu W a.shington 
Weatherbee west 
Weston Whiskers 
\"lhi ttington Whizzer 
'Whuppie William 
Williams Wilson 
Wood Woods 
Woodward Wuzz 
Zabriski Zeke 
0 
0 
0 
-0 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMlmRY AND POSSIBILITIES FOR USE 
The purpose of the study was to classify, according to meanings, 
the words included in the Gates Primary Word List and those of Luri~ 
et al. All'words were included in as many different situations as 
possible. Rogetft Pocket Thesaurus and ~American College Dictionary 
Jl were used to verify selected categories and meanings. 1 
These listings maybe used by teachers, authors' of children's I 
stories and editors of children's books. I· 
I 
Meaningful practice for word recognition as well as exercises in j 
applied phonics may be based on the presented lists. A person may fin~ 
in this material vocabulary suited to the level and interest of child- I 
I 
ren in the primary grades. The classifications suggest ideas for I 
I 
vocabulary development through creative writing as well as oral exer-
cises. 
108 
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